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Designed for the cost-conscious time-pressed lawyer,
LexisPSL allows you to get on with the real practice of law.
Through one easy-to-use website, LexisPSL provides you with all the practical guidance,
Butterworths commentary, cases, consolidated legislation, forms and precedents you need
to practise private client law more efficiently and confidently.
Built on the heritage of Butterworths, Tolley and the collective knowledge of hundreds of our
lawyers and authors, LexisPSL helps you free up fee-earning time to get on with the practice
of private client law.
Speed up and simplify your practice of law
Developed by expert lawyers from firms like yours, LexisPSL gives you the guidance, forms and precedents for the matters you
are dealing with enabling you to:
• Increase profit potential by taking on more revenue-generating work across a greater variety of matters
• Work more efficiently by getting the guidance you need to address complex legal matters quickly
• Control costs by reducing spend on multiple overlapping sources of legal information
• Keep up to date by receiving daily or weekly updates – our service is constantly updated to reflect changes arising from case law
or legislation
• Meet your deadlines by completing work more quickly and delivering within agreed timescales
• Reduce risk by ensuring you are more confident in the accuracy of your advice

Unique coverage that no other provider can deliver
LexisPSL delivers practical guidance plus cases, legislation and
analysis that other providers simply cannot provide.

Built by lawyers – for lawyers
Our Private Client team has over 43 years PQE and external contributors in practice write for us.

Malcolm Skinner
Solicitor

Malcolm Skinner specialises in Private Client work with particular emphasis on wills and
probate. He also has experience of the contentious side of wills and trusts. He has been
involved in the law since 1972, training and qualifying in private practice. His experience
encompasses dealing with the basic elements of private client to advising HNW clients. He
also has experience of dealing with elderly client and mental capacity issues and acting for
charitable and ecclesiastical organisations.

Meet the rest of the team at www.lexislegalintelligence.co.uk/experts

Butterworths Private Client Publications
Available online, in print and as e-books, to complement Lexis PSL
®

Williams on Wills (Ninth Edition Set)
Considered to be the definitive practitioner textbook on this area of the law, this book covers every aspect
of the modern law on wills. Williams on Wills is recognised internationally as being a leading authority and
contains an extensive collection of accessible and useful precedents, covering both complete wills and
individual clauses used in wills.

Butterworths Wills, Probate and Administration Service
A single comprehensive reference service, complete with commentary and advice from leading experts,
worked examples and the text of all relevant statutory materials, this work contains step-by-step guidance
on all areas of probate and administration law and practice, combining narrative text with precedents and
source materials.

Underhill and Hayton Law of Trusts and Trustees (18th Edition)
Take advantage of the expert commentary contained in this title and minimise the time and effort
involved in research, whilst protecting your reputation. This major work covers many of the important
developments in laws relating to trusts and trustees and forecasts likely future developments. Its coverage
is comprehensive and it is edited by a leading authority on trusts, making this the definitive reference work.

Kelly’s Legal Precedents 20th Edition
Formerly known as Kelly’s Draftsman, this unrivalled practical research and drafting tool provides a unique
collection of the main forms and precedents practitioners are likely to need in their day-to-day practice.
Kelly’s covers a broad range of subjects in depth.

Tristram and Coote’s Probate Practice (31st Edition)
Essential reading for all practitioners and extensively referred to by the Probate Registries, Tristam and
Coote’s Probate Practice is the definitive work on probate including text written by a team of experts drawn
from the judiciary, probate registry and the Capital Taxes Office and is fully updated. This title provides upto-date, expert guidance on all aspects of probate procedure and is accompanied by a CD-ROM.

Sign up for a free trial at www.lexisnexis.co.uk/lexispsl

Our Private Client lawyers have:

Sources quoted or referenced:

• Identified the information and guidance essential to your
practice areas

• Atkin’s Court Forms

• Highlighted the significant issues
• Recommended best practice approaches
• Created practice notes, precedents and checklists to help
you work more efficiently
• Organised all this information around meaningful topics that
mirror the way you practise the law

• Butterworths Wills Probate and Administration Service
• Encyclopaedia of Forms & Precedents
• Halsbury’s Laws of England
• Tristram and Coote’s Probate Practice
• Tolley’s Administration of Estates
• Tolley’s Administration of Trusts
• Williams on Wills

Lexis Smart
®

The smart way to complete
forms and precedents.
LexisSmart helps you save time and
deliver better client service. Developed
in partnership with Adobe and Business
Integrity, LexisSmart helps you fill
out forms and create quality draft
documents more quickly and accurately
than ever before.

Browse – comprehensive topic
overviews for family law
Search – across types of content:
Cases
Legislation
Forms
Precedents
Practice notes
News analysis
Drill down – to the exact information
and guidance you require by topic area
Practice notes – practical guidance and
best practice drafted by our lawyers
Precedents – precedents with drafting
notes written by our team of expert
lawyers, plus selected key precedents
from authoritative Butterworths titles

Cases – cases from our extensive
collection of Law Reports
 egislation – essential consolidated
L
primary and secondary legislation

Sign up for a free trial at www.lexisnexis.co.uk/lexispsl

For more information visit www.lexisnexis.co.uk/lexispsl

LexisPSL is part of the Lexis® Legal Intelligence suite, the power
behind more profitable practice.

•

Lexis®Library

•

Lexis®Learning

•

Lexis®Applications

The industry’s most extensive and authoritative source of essential legal
information. Offering you a single point of access to thousands of trusted
legal, regulatory and business sources including Butterworths, Tolley’s
and Halsbury’s, LexisLibrary is your one source for legal research.

	Maintain your legal edge with training designed for time-pressed lawyers.
Conferences, seminars and online training help you gain CPD points in a
way that fits your schedule.
	Manage and use information more effectively. LexisApplications, such as
LexisCheck and LexisSmart, help your work to be more efficient and more
accurate. LexisCheck reviews legal citations in your documents or web
pages, flagging any that may be out of date or unreliable. LexisSmart takes
the work out of form-filling and drafting, helping you turn transactional
work around faster.

Support
We offer you the choice of two customer helpdesks: a Content Support Team,
open 24 hours, 7 days a week; and a Technical Support Desk, to answer your
technical queries.
The LexisNexis Technical Support Desk is committed to providing you with a
world class customer experience. Our aim is to supply reliable, accurate and
timely information with minimum fuss to eliminate disruptions and ensure you
gain maximum performance from our products.
Our Content Support Team are available to help you get the most out of our
products and services. They also offer assistance on our services’ functionality,
such as document delivery and creating alerts.

Sign up for a free trial today at www.lexisnexis.co.uk/lexispsl
Call us for more information on 020 7400 2984
Email us for more information on lexispsl@lexisnexis.co.uk
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